
Rainbow 

3mm Scratch 

Texture 

PRODUCT 

 

Rainbow 3mm Scratch Texture is a 100% RUST FREE trowel  

applied acrylic decorative finish. Rainbow 3mm Scratch Texture comes 

in a 15 litre pail, pre mixed ready to use straight from the pail. Rainbow 

3mm Scratch Texture can easily be tinted to almost any colour from the 

most popular of colour ranges available. 

 

SURFACE  

&  

PRODUCT PREPARATION 

 

It is imperative that the substrate Rainbow 3mm Scratch Texture is to 

be applied to is totally clean and removed of all loose particles, such as 

dirt, dust, etc. Failure to do so can cause delamination resulting in  

damage to the texture coating.  

Although Rainbow 3mm Scratch Texture is ready to use straight from 

the pail, Insulcon recommends the texture be agitated with a mixer  

before use to achieve maximum results. 

 

NOTE—Please make sure base coat has been allowed 5-7 days to 

cure before application of Rainbow 3mm Scratch Texture. 

*Failure to do so can have drastic effects on the finished product. 

*Insulcon takes no responsibility if this has not occured. 

 

 

COVERAGE 

 

When Rainbow 0.5mm Scratch Texture is applied according to  

manufacturers instructions, Rainbow 3mm Scratch Texture will cover 

approx 6-8 square metres. This may vary due to surface condition and 

absorbtion effects. 

 

NOTE– Any addition of sand, water etc to gain extra metres of 

application will have negative impact on the product and void 

any Insulcon warranty. 
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Rainbow 

3mm Scratch 

Texture 

APPLICATION 

 

Rainbow 3mm Scratch Texture is to be applied using a steel trowel in a 

nice tight coat as thick as the aggregate will allow. Insulcon  

recommends a 2 man job but understand this cant always be possible. 

Whilst the Rainbow 3mm Scratch Texture is being trowelled,  

simultaneous floating of the applied texture is required. 2 different fin-

ishes can be achieved using 3mm Scratch - Toledo or Aztec. 

Using a styrene float, float up and down to achieve Toledo, or float 

regularly to achieve Aztec. 

 

This floating process is vital in the success of the finished product. A 

common cause of a damaged job is when the applied texture has been 

left to long before floating has commenced resulting in a ‘skin’ forming 

on the texture. This cannot be reversed. 

 

Insulcon warns Rainbow 3mm Scratch Texture should be allowed a 

minimum 5-7 days to cure completely before any membrane coat is 

applied. 

Warranties will be void if this has not taken place. 

 

Rainbow 3mm Scratch Texture should only be applied in suitable 

weather. Rain, freezing, excessive warmth and windy conditions are not 

suitable conditions for Rainbow 3mm Scratch Texture application.  

*Prior to texture works commencing, make sure a test panel has 

been carried out for approval of both texture and colour by client 

 

 

SAFETY 

 

If swallowed: Rinse mouth and lips with water. Seek medical  

                      advice if discomfort occurs. 

If in Eyes:      Flush eyes thoroughly with flowing water for  

                      15 minutes.  

                      Seek medical attention symptoms persist. 

If on skin:      Wash thoroughly with soap and water. 

If Inhaled:      Remove subject to fresh air. If symptoms persist seek            

          medical attention. 
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